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Hello! 
 

We’re humble and we make
portable mood lights with

a friendly spirit that are
easy to place, easy to use,

easy to love. 
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Recharge your
candlelight
A few years ago, we wondered why there wasn’t a better alternative 
for candles when it came to creating atmosphere. What if there 
was a safer, rechargeable light source that could create the same 
cosiness and romance?

In response, we joined forces with design studio APE and set out to 
build a friendly, battery-powered lamp that could provide instant 
warmth and personality. In late 2019, we launched our first design 
that put the bulb front and centre: the Humble One.

In this catalogue we’re introducing five soft fabric finishes for the 
One, classy glass shades for our recently introduced Two and, 
last but not least, our first app-controlled smart light: the One S.

The next few pages give you an overview of all the lamps currently in 
our collection. If we’ve piqued your interest, feel free to contact me 
directly via jorren@humblelights.com.

Jorren Teertstra, 
Humble boss
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Dark grey
HUMTL00101

Dark grey
HUMTLS0101

Black wood
HUMTL00110

Soft petrol
HUMTL00111

Gold
HUMTL00106

Off-white
HUMTL00102

White marble
HUMTLS0103

Oak
HUMTL00109

Soft clay 
HUMTL00112

Soft mint 
HUMTL00114

Silver 
HUMTL00107

Soft sand
HUMTL00113

Soft lilac
HUMTL00115

Titanium
HUMTL00108

Walnut
HUMTL00104

Gold
HUMTLS0106

White marble
HUMTL00103

Walnut
HUMTLS0104

Black marble
HUMTL00105

Black wood
HUMTLS0109

One One Scollection smart collection

More info about the One S on page 15
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RF Remote
range radius ±10 m

HUMAC00006

Wall base
HUMAC00014

Gold
HUMTL00201

Wireless charger
Single

HUMAC00001

Wireless charger
Double

HUMAC00023

Wireless charger
Six

HUMAC00002

Silver 
HUMTL00202

Titanium 
HUMTL00203

Gold
Frosted glass

HUMTL00204

Gold
Smoked glass 
HUMTL00205

Titanium
Frosted glass 

HUMTL00206

Titanium
Smoked glass 
HUMTL00207

ST64 Swirl bulb
Clear glass

HUMAC00003

ST64 Swirl bulb
Smoked glass
HUMAC00012

Two collection Accessories
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One
The Humble One is the first battery-powered 
lamp that puts the bulb front and centre. 
On average, a full charge produces up to 140 
hours of light. Charge the lamp via cable, 
wirelessly on any Qi-standard charger, or on 
our matching humble charging docks.

Our latest development is the inclusion of a 
stain-proof fabric. It seamlessly covers the 
jacket and makes picking up a Humble light 
an extra soft experience. 

Available in 5 on-trend colours, all paired 
with a stylish off-white base. 

soft
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One Soft - Mint & Clay
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One
The Humble One is the first battery-powered 
lamp that puts the bulb front and centre. 
On average, a full charge produces up to 140 
hours of light. Charge the lamp via cable, 
wirelessly on any Qi-standard charger, or on 
our matching humble charging docks.

Under the hood of the One is a clever, 
modular, battery-powered system, in which 
all components are easily serviceable and 
replaceable. This gives it an even longer 
potential lifespan – and makes upgrades 
an option as well.

original
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One
The Humble One is the first battery-powered 
lamp that puts the bulb front and centre. 
On average, a full charge produces up to 140 
hours of light. Charge the lamp via cable, 
wirelessly on any Qi-standard charger, or on 
our matching humble charging docks.

Made entirely of aluminium, the base and 
jacket are perfectly matched. Available in 
three premium metal finishes: gold, silver 
and titanium.

aluminium
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One S
Want to integrate your Humble light into 
your smart home?

The new Humble One S is compatible 
with all major Zigbee 3.0 systems and 
let’s you control your lights by app, voice 
or physical switch. Available in 5 classic 
finishes. 

For more information and a complete list 
of compatible systems, please check out 
the link on the left.

smart table light

humblelights.com/smart

3.0 enabled
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One S - Black wood & Walnut
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Two
The Humble Two is a portable, dimmable 
tablelight with a signature refined look. 
To create its slim silhouette, the batteries 
were reconfigured to fit inside the central 
column. Fully charged they can produce up to 
96 hours of light.

A new addition to the Two family has an 
expertly crafted smoked glass shade, 
generating more light all around. Together 
with its metal mesh diffusor this provides a 
candle-like view of the looped filament. 
Elegant. Modern. Stylish.

smoked glass
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Two Titanium - Smoked glass
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Two
The Humble Two is a portable, dimmable 
tablelight with a signature refined look. 
To create its slim silhouette, the batteries 
were reconfigured to fit inside the central 
column. Fully charged they can produce up to 
96 hours of light.

Next to working with smoked glass, we also 
created a frosted shade. Its classy diffused 
light combined with the perfectly machined 
metal parts gives the lamp a nostalgic, 
almost art-deco feel. 

frosted glass
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Two Gold - Frosted glass
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Two
The Humble Two is a portable, dimmable 
tablelight with a signature refined look. 
To create its slim silhouette, the batteries 
were reconfigured to fit inside the central 
column. Fully charged they can produce up to 
96 hours of light.

With its matching aluminium shade, a perfect 
circle of light is directed onto your table, 
making it the ideal dinner companion. Its 
aluminum body is available in three classy, 
somewhat more sophisticated finishes, 
including gold, silver and titanium.

aluminium
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Accessories
We offer all kinds of fun accessories to make Humble lights even 
more enjoyable to use. 

Firstly, we offer 3 versions of our Wireless charger: the single, 
double and six - names speak for themselves. These are all 10W 
high speed chargers made from black stained bamboo with a 
USB-C cable connection. 

Our RF remote allows you to control all Humbles within a 10 
meter radius simultaneously. In case of an accident  - or if you 
want to switch between clear and smoked glass - you can also 
order our bulbs separately. 

Our Wall Base makes it possible to use your One or Two as a wall 
light. Strictly speaking, it’s nothing more than a clever, good-
looking bamboo shelf.

Wireless Charger - Double

Replacement bulbs Wall baseRF remote
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Materials
Base aluminium
Cover PBT or aluminium
Bulb glass
Seals silicon

Environment
Indoor, occasional outdoor use possible 
(don’t leave outside, but can withstand a rain shower)
 IP22 

Dimensions
Ø: 8,5 cm / 3.3 in, H: 19,5 cm / 7.7 in

Packaging dimensions
H: 25 cm / 9.9 in, W: 11 cm / 4.4 in, D: 11 cm / 4.4 in

Weight
Product (One):  0,31 kg / 0.69 lbs 
Incl. packaging (One):  0,50 kg / 1.10 lbs

Product (One alu):  0,29 kg / 0.64 lbs 
Incl. packaging (One alu): 0,47 kg / 1.04 lbs

Colli quantity
12 pc / sales colli qty:  1 pc

Technical specifications
Light source:  E27 low-voltage bulb 
Power:  > 1W,  3V 
Kelvin:  2200k 
Dimmable:  3 levels
 Candle   8 lumen
 Ambient    16 lumen
 Work            43 lumen
Battery capacity:  4000 mAh / 3.7V
Charging cable:  USB-C to USB-A 
Control: Toggle switch on bottom of base
Adapter: 5V 2A (= 10W, recommended) 
 5V 3A (= 15W, max) 

Battery life
Candle:  > 140 hours 
Ambient:  > 80 hours
Work:  > 40 hours

Charging
Charging wirelessly or via cable (USB-C to USB-A). 
Charging time to full power with USB cable: up to 4 hours, 
depending on what adaptor is used. Charging time to full 
power wirelessly: up to 6 hours with 10 W wireless charger. 
Any QI certified wireless charger is suitable to charge a 
humble® One light. 

One
General product information
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8,5 cm

Materials
Base aluminium
Shade aluminium
Seals silicon

Environment
Indoor, occasional outdoor use possible 
(don’t leave outside, but can withstand a rain shower)
 IP22 

Dimensions
Ø: 8,8 cm / 3.5 in, H: 21,2 cm / 8.3 in

Packaging dimensions
H: 25 cm / 9.9 in, W: 11 cm / 4.4 in, D: 11 cm / 4.4 in

Weight
Product (alu):  0,26 kg / 0.57 lbs
Incl. packaging (alu): 0,4 kg / 0.88 lbs 

Product (glass):  0,29 kg / 0.64 lbs
Incl. packaging (glass): 0,46 kg / 1.01 lbs 

Colli quantity
12 pc / sales colli qty:  1 pc

Technical specifications
Light source:  30 mm flexible LED filament
Power:  > 1W,  3V 
Kelvin:  2700k 
Dimmable:  3 levels (candle > ambient > work)
 Alu      2  4  8  lumen 
 Frosted    2  3  8  lumen
 Smoked 4  9  21  lumen
Battery capacity:  2400 mAh / 3.7V
Charging cable:  USB-C to USB-A 
Control: Toggle switch on bottom
Adapter: 5V 2A (= 10W, recommended) 
 5V 3A (= 15W, max) 

Battery life
Candle:  > 95 hours 
Ambient:  > 30 hours
Work:  > 17 hours

Charging
Charging wirelessly or via cable (USB-C to USB-A). 
Charging time to full power with USB cable: up to 3 hours, 
depending on what adaptor is used. Charging time to full 
power wirelessly: up to 4 hours with 10 W wireless charger. 
Any QI certified wireless charger is suitable to charge a 
humble® Two light. 

Two
General product information
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8,8 cm

USB-C
port

USB-C
port

toggle
switch

toggle
switch

battery
indicators

battery
indicators
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visit humblelights.com

Spacesplus B.V.
Koivistokade 74b
1013 BB Amsterdam
the Netherlands
CoC: 72575328
VAT: NL859158925B01

@humble.lights

@humblelights

info@humblelights.com


